BOLD responses in human primary visual cortex are insensitive to substantial changes in neural activity.
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INTRODUCTION

Neuroimaging techniques such as magnetoencephalography (MEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) provide enormous potential for the non-invasive study of human brain function. However, interpretation of neuroimaging data is limited by a lack of knowledge of how neural (and non-neural, e.g., glial) activity contributes to the signals being measured. To explore these relationships, results obtained with one neuroimaging technique can be compared with results from another neuroimaging technique, or to invasive recordings from animals. One such study in anesthetized macaque demonstrated that stimuli contrast positively correlated with the fMRI blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response and with local field potentials (LFPs) measured simultaneously in primary visual cortex (Logothetis et al., 2001). Unlike multiunit activity, which reveals neuronal spiking activity, the LFP reflects local regional processing and Logothetis et al. concluded that the majority of the BOLD response reflects the high-energy demands of synaptic activity. Comparably, gamma frequency oscillations, measured non-invasively from human primary visual cortex using MEG, have also been shown to increase linearly with stimulus contrast (Hall et al., 2005), leading Hall et al. (2005) to postulate that the BOLD response and gamma oscillations may be coupled in some way, with each reflecting the other. Supporting this, a study in cat showed fluctuations of the hemodynamic response, as measured with optical imaging, correspond with fluctuations in the gamma response (Niessing et al., 2005).

In contrast, more recent multi-modal neuroimaging studies in human have found that, although BOLD and gamma band responses are closely co-localized spatially and show intrinsic temporal correlations (Mukamel et al., 2005; Niessing et al., 2005), the direct relationship between amplitudes of gamma oscillations and BOLD does not always hold when stimulus parameters such as spatial frequency are varied. For example, Muthukumaraswamy and Singh (2008, 2009) reported that MEG-measured gamma band amplitudes in primary visual cortex were substantially larger for gratings with a spatial frequency of 3 cycles per degree (cpd) compared with 0.5 cpd gratings, consistent with Adjamian et al. (2004), whereas BOLD responses were similar for the two spatial frequencies – although BOLD measures were sensitive to temporal frequency (Muthukumaraswamy and Singh, 2008) and contrast (Muthukumaraswamy and Singh, 2009). Thus, the relationship between BOLD responses and gamma oscillations, at least in visual cortex, is stimulus dependent.

Such inconsistencies in the relationship between different measures, within and between neuroimaging techniques, may provide...
critical information for increasing our understanding of neuronal processing (Singh, 2012). For this reason, we chose to use perceptually isoluminant red/green and luminance-modulated black/yellow gratings because they will primarily activate different cortical pathways, the parvo- and magno-cellular pathways respectively, and previous studies indicated they may elicit very different responses. For example, luminance-modulated gratings are well established as good inducers of gamma activity in both monkey (Friedman-Hill et al., 2000; Frien et al., 2000; Maldonado et al., 2006; Rols et al., 2001; Shapley et al., 2003; Gail et al., 2004; Henrie and Shapley, 2005; Belitski et al., 2008; Ray and Maunsell, 2010) and human (Hall et al., 2005; Hoogenboom et al., 2006; Hadjipapas et al., 2007; Adjamian et al., 2008; Muthukumaraswamy and Singh, 2008, 2009; Swettenham et al., 2009; Duncan et al., 2010) early visual cortex. However, similar isoluminant red/green gratings have previously been reported to both induce gamma activity in monkey (Rols et al., 2001) and human (Sannita et al., 2009) early visual cortex, and not to induce gamma activity in human (Adjamian et al., 2008). Adjamian et al. also noted decreases in beta oscillations in early visual cortex to chromatic stimuli, but beta increases in response to luminance-modulated stimuli. In addition, three spatial frequencies (0.5, 3, and 6 cpd) were chosen as gamma oscillations in human area V1 are optimally generated by high luminance contrast gratings at 3 cpd, but much less so by 0.5 and 6 cpd gratings (Adjamian et al., 2004; Muthukumaraswamy and Singh, 2009). Thus, we predicted both spatial frequency dependent and luminance dependent variations in neuronal responses. With fMRI, both types of stimuli have been shown to produce responses in visual cortex, including area V1 (for example, Kleinschmidt et al., 1996; Engel et al., 1997; Mullen et al., 2010).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 15 observers (eight males and seven females, aged 24–42 years) consented to participate in the study, which adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the School of Psychology Ethics Committee, Cardiff University. Five observers took part in both the MEG and MRI experiments. Observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological dysfunction or injury. For all individuals, both MEG source localizations and fMRI-BOLD activation maps were co-registered to a previously acquired 1 mm isotropic resolution T1-weighted Fast Spoiled Gradient-Recalled Echo (FSPGR) anatomical scan.

STIMULI

Stimuli were 0.5, 3, or 6 cpd, horizontal, stationary, square-wave gratings (4’ × 4’) that were either black/yellow or perceptually isoluminant red/green (illustrated in Figure 1). For each observer, immediately before collecting data, red/green perceptual isoluminance was determined for each stimulus spatial frequency using the established method of minimum motion (Anstis and Cavanagh, 1983). Room lighting, participant position, grating size and location, were all the same as for data recording. The red luminance was 30 cd m^{-2} and the green luminance was set for each spatial frequency based on the results of the prior isoluminance testing. The yellow was the sum of the red and green colors such that the overall hue and luminance content of the black/yellow and the red/green grating.

Stimuli were viewed binocularly in the lower right visual field with the top left corner of the grating close to fixation, as indicated by a continuously present white circle. Throughout the experiment the background was yellow with the same average hue content as the gratings and 30 cd m^{-2} luminance.

For the MEG experiment, there were 150 trials with 25 trials of each condition, and each trial was 7.5 s duration. For the fMRI experiment, there were 126 trials with 21 trials of each condition, and each trial was 12.0 s duration. With both MEG and fMRI, stimuli were presented for between 2.0 and 2.4 s, the duration being randomly selected by the program within 10 ms (i.e., one frame) bins. For the remaining trial time the screen showed the fixation circle on the average yellow background. Observers were instructed to maintain fixation and press a button when the grating disappeared.

MAGNETOENCEPHALOGRAPHY

Ten observers (five males and five females, aged 25–41 years) took part in the MEG experiment. MEG data were recorded in a dimly lit, magnetically shielded room using a CTF 275-channel head radial gradiometer system in a single un-averaged run at a sampling rate of 1200 Hz. An additional 29 reference channels were recorded for noise cancelation purposes and the primary sensors were analyzed as synthetic third order gradiometers (Vrba and Robinson, 2001). Three of the 275 channels were turned off due to excessive sensor noise. Data collection took approximately 19 min per observer. The observer was fitted with three electromagnetic head coils which were localized relative to the MEG system immediately before and after the recording session. The mean head movement was 5 mm (SD 2 mm). Outside the shielded room, a three-dimensional digitizer (Fastrak; Polhemus, USA) was used to determine the position of these coils relative to the surface of the observer’s head. This head surface was matched to the observer’s own MR-defined head shape and these fiduciary locations could be verified using high-resolution digital photographs.
Stimuli were presented on a Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2070 monitor and were controlled by a ViSaGe visual stimulus generator (Cambridge Research Systems, Kent, UK). The screen size was 1024 by 768 pixels and the monitor frame rate was 100 Hz. The monitor was outside the magnetically shielded room and viewed directly from within, at 2.1 m, through a cut-away portal in the shield.

For initial investigation of evoked responses, data was band-pass-filtered from 0.3 to 30 Hz and grand averages were computed for each condition. Evoked fields were localized using SAMerf (Robinson, 2004). A global covariance matrix of 0–100 Hz was calculated for each dataset and a corresponding set of beamformer weights computed. The evoked field was then computed, filtered from 1 to 40 Hz, passed through the beamformer weights and SAMerf images generated for 20 ms time bins from 40 to 200 ms.

Induced changes in oscillatory source power were localized using the synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM) beamformer algorithm (Robinson and Vrba, 1999). Each dataset was band-pass-filtered using a fourth-order bi-directional IIR Butterworth filter into 10 Hz-wide frequency bands between 10 and 100 Hz. Evenly spaced frequency bands were used so that the accuracy of covariance matrix estimation would be equal for each frequency band (Brookes et al., 2008). The SAM algorithm was used to create differential images of source power (pseudo-T statistics) for 2 s of baseline (−2 to 0 s) compared to 2 s of visual stimulation (0 to 2 s). Time windows for baseline estimation were of equal duration to the time window of interest to achieve balanced covariance estimation. Details of the calculation of SAM pseudo-T source image statistics are described in detail in a number of sources (Vrba and Robinson, 2001; Cheyne et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2003; Hillebrand and Barnes, 2005; Hillebrand et al., 2005). For source localization, a multiple, local-spheres-forward model was derived by fitting spheres to the brain surface extracted by BET (Huang et al., 1999). Estimates of the three-dimensional distribution of source power were derived for each observer’s whole head at 3 mm isotropic voxel resolution. Note that eye blinks were not removed from the data because, in the unlikely event that blinks were time locked to the stimuli, the SAM spatial-filter will localize blink-related artifacts to the eyes (Bardouille et al., 2006).

For spatial locations of interest, activation time courses were calculated as if a sensor or an electrode were at that position, i.e., a virtual electrode. Time courses were constructed using SAM beamformer coefficients obtained using the individual condition covariance matrices band-pass-filtered between 0 and 100 Hz (Robinson and Vrba, 1999). For each of these virtual electrode time courses, time-frequency spectrograms were generated by determination of the time-varying amplitudes at each sample frequency. These envelopes were formed from the amplitude of the analytic signal derived using the Hilbert Transform between 1 and 100 Hz with 0.5 Hz step intervals and filtering with an 8 Hz-wide band-pass, third order Butterworth, filter (Le Van Quyen et al., 2001). The resulting spectrograms were either calculated separately for each trial and then averaged, in order to reveal both induced and evoked responses, or the spectrogram of the average across all trials was calculated to reveal the time-frequency content of the evoked responses. Here we present spectrograms as a percentage change from the mean baseline power at each frequency.

For group analysis, images were normalized into MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) template space using an automated linear (affine) registration tool – FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001). Non-parametric permutation tests were conducted using the full permutation set (1024) for each condition with 5 mm spatial smoothing of the inter-participant variance and thresholded using the omnibus test statistic value (obtained from the distribution of the largest activations in the whole volume, not each voxel, and so dealing with the multiple comparison problem) at p < 0.05 (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Singh et al., 2003).

FACtUAL MEG RESONANCE IMAGING

Ten observers (six males and four females, aged 24–42 years) took part in the IMRI experiment.

MRI data were acquired on a 3-T General Electric HDx scanner using an eight-channel receive-only head RF coil (Medical Devices). Stimuli were controlled by a ViSaGe visual stimulus generator (Cambridge Research Systems, Kent, UK) and projected, via a Canon Xeed SX60 with Navitar SST300 zoom converter lens, down the bore of the scanner onto a screen behind the participant’s head. Observers viewed the screen via a front-surfaced mirror mounted on the head coil. The viewing distance was 0.57 m, the screen size was 1024 by 768 pixels and the refresh rate was 60 Hz.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging data were acquired using a gradient echo EPI sequence, taking 30 slices of the whole brain, approximately in-line with the calcarine sulcus, at 3 mm isotropic voxel resolution with a 64 × 64 matrix size, echo time of 35 ms, 90° flip angle, and a TR of 2.0 s. Stimuli were presented over three runs, each approximately 8 min, with a short rest break for the observer between each run.

Analysis of fMRI data was performed using the FSL software library (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). The following pre-processing was applied: motion correction using MCFLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2002), non-brain removal using Brain Extraction Tool (BET; Smith, 2002); spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of full width half maxima (FWHM) 3 mm; mean-based intensity normalization (grand mean scaling) of all volumes by the same factor and high-pass temporal filtering (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting, with sigma = 50 s). For each run, the General Linear Model (GLM) was used to model each of the six conditions using a 2 s on/10 s off boxcar to describe each stimulus. This boxcar function was convolved with a standard hemodynamic response function (HRF). To combine the three runs for each individual, a second-level analysis was performed using a fixed-effects analysis using FMRIbs Local Analysis of Mixed-Effects (FLAME; Beckmann et al., 2003; Woolrich et al., 2004). For each participant, the results of this analysis were co-registered with their previously acquired high-resolution anatomical scan. Group activation maps for each stimulus type were calculated by spatial normalization to a template brain using FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001) and a mixed-effects analysis using FLAME to reveal significant activation clusters (p < 0.05 cluster level correction) for each stimulation condition.
RESULTS
In summary, luminance-modulated gratings elicited substantial increases in the magnitude of gamma frequency oscillations compared to baseline, but isoluminant red-green gratings did not. The BOLD responses did not show a simple relationship with any of the electrophysiological measures.

FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
The fMRI data showed differential BOLD responses to both isoluminant (red/green) and luminance-modulated (black/yellow) gratings at all spatial frequencies tested (0.5–6 cpd). Responses to each condition were consistently observed in contralateral early visual cortex. Figure 2 demonstrates that the locations of these responses were similar for all conditions. Less prominent areas of activation were also observed in the ipsilateral early visual cortex to all conditions.

Within the occipital cortex, the largest BOLD response for each participant was obtained and responses for each condition were calculated as a percentage of this maximum. Figure 3A shows the amplitude of the responses for each condition. There were no clear effects of the stimulus condition on the amplitude, or spatial extent, of BOLD activations [using SPSS to analyze amplitude values: main effect of color, $F_{(1,9)} = 3.55, p = 0.092, h_p = 0.283$; main effect of spatial frequency, $F_{(1,9)} = 2.44, p = 0.144, h_p = 0.214$ (Greenhouse–Geisser); interaction between color and frequency, $F_{(1,9)} = 2.87, p = 0.083, h_p = 0.242$].

MAGNETOENCEPHALOGRAPHY
Synthetic aperture magnetometry analysis at the group level ($n = 10$) revealed that increases in gamma frequency power were occurring in response to isoluminant gratings, despite this rarely reaching significance at the individual level (see below). Figure 2 shows areas of increased gamma power in the peak frequency band superimposed on the normalized brain. The spatial extent of the activation associated with 3 cpd isoluminant gratings was comparable with that for luminance-modulated gratings, but the areas of activation for 0.5 and 6 cpd isoluminant gratings were much smaller. There was overlap between the areas of activation determined by the fMRI-BOLD response and the MEG response, although the MEG activation tended to be more medial and deeper. Note that the largest power changes in response to luminance-modulated gratings were in the 50–60 Hz band for all spatial frequencies, whereas the largest power changes to isoluminant gratings were in higher frequency bands (60–70, 80–90, and 70–80 Hz for 0.5, 3, and 6 cpd respectively).

Initial viewing of the averaged data, by overlaying all of the 272 sensor channels, showed there were prominent evoked responses, most often composed of two main peaks. These evoked responses were investigated using SAMerf, a beamformer that is optimized for localization of transient evoked responses (Robinson, 2004). SAMerf was performed in 20 ms time bins from 40 to 200 ms.

The largest evoked responses were in early visual areas of the contralateral (left) hemisphere and locations were remarkably stable within an individual, both across conditions and across time windows. The curves plotted in Figure 4 show the magnitude of the largest evoked response in each time bin averaged over the 10 observers. For luminance-modulated black/yellow gratings at 0.5 cpd there is only one peak in amplitude (in the 100–120 ms time bin), whereas with 3 and 6 cpd gratings there are two peaks and a shift in dominance to the earlier peak (80–100 ms) with increasing spatial frequency can be clearly seen. For isoluminant red/green gratings the time bin with the largest magnitude shifted from

---

**FIGURE 2 | Spatial localizations of group responses ($n = 10$) measured with BOLD/fMRI (green, mixed-effects, cluster level, $p < 0.05$), SAM/MEG (red, $p < 0.05$ corrected), and both (yellow) shown on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template brain. Areas of MEG activity shown represent power increases during presentation of the grating stimuli (−2 to 0 vs. 0 to 2 s) in the frequency band with the largest response. This was in the gamma band in all cases (Lum-mod: 0.5 cpd: 50–60 Hz, $t = 6.3$, MNI: −19.1, −87.3, 3.0; 3 cpd: 50–80 Hz, $t = 7.1$, MNI: −1.0, −87.3, 3.0; 6 cpd: 50–60 Hz, $t = 7.0$, MNI: −15.1, −83.3, −3.0; Isolum: 0.5 cpd: 60–70 Hz, $t = 4.9$, MNI: −17.1, −83.3, 1.0; 3 cpd: 80–90 Hz, $t = 6.8$, MNI: −9.0, −93.4, 5.0; 6 cpd: 70–80 Hz, $t = 4.9$, MNI: −17.1, −87.3, 3.0).**
80–100 to 100–120 to 120–140 ms as spatial frequency increased from 0.5 to 3 to 6 cpd.

For comparison with the evoked responses, power changes that may not be phase-locked to the stimuli (i.e., induced) were spatially localized using SAM, with nine non-overlapping frequency bands of 10 Hz width between 10 and 100 Hz and over 2 s time windows (pre- vs. post-grating onset). Results revealed that 3 cpd luminance-modulated gratings were the most effective at eliciting power changes, with 9 out of 10 observers having peak power changes with pseudo-$T$ values >2 in at least one of the frequency bands (compared with 6/10 and 8/10 for 0.5 and 6 cpd luminance-modulated and 4/10, 2/10, and 3/10 for 0.5, 3, and 6 cpd isoluminant gratings respectively). Figure 5 shows evoked and induced responses to 3 cpd gratings for all observers. It can be seen that within an individual, the locations of the changes in evoked and induced power were similar and that the isoluminant red/green gratings did not produce large induced power changes. The coordinates of the peak SAM response to 3 cpd luminance-modulated gratings were compared with the coordinates of the largest evoked response for each observer (except the observer with no SAM peak) and the mean separation of the peaks was 0.87 cm (SD 0.35 cm) with no consistent direction to the separation.

One of the observers did not produce any measurable power changes (pseudo-$T > 2$) in any of the conditions or frequency bands, whilst for the remaining nine observers the most prominent finding was that luminance-modulated (black/yellow) gratings elicited increases in gamma frequency power in early visual areas of the contralateral hemisphere. Four observers showed SAM measured power changes in response to isoluminant gratings, these peaks also occurred in early visual areas of the left hemisphere and were generally smaller than the power changes to luminance-modulated gratings. For three out of four observers the largest changes to isoluminant gratings were power reductions in the 10–20 or 20–30 Hz frequency bands, whilst only one observer showed an increase in gamma frequency oscillations.

Time-frequency plots were calculated for observers at the locations of their largest evoked (SAMerf) response in each condition ($n = 10$) and their peak induced (SAM) response to 3 cpd luminance-modulated gratings ($n = 9$). These plots were qualitatively the same and so all plots shown are based on the SAMerf locations. Figure 6 shows the group ($n = 10$) time-frequency plots for each condition showing both induced and evoked activity (top panels) and just evoked activity (bottom panels). All plots show an initial, transient increase in energy relative to the baseline. As this component is seen in the bottom panels it indicates that this response is phase-locked and it reflects the tuning properties shown in Figure 3B. Only the top panels show other components, which can be inferred to be induced, i.e., non-phase-locked.
FIGURE 5 | Evoked and induced responses for each observer to luminance-modulated and isoluminant stimuli at 3 cpd. Axial slices are through the peak activations. Each row represents an observer, with observers ranked in order of the largest evoked responses. Blue/purple colors depict energy decreases and orange/yellow colors depict energy increases. All evoked panels have an arbitrary color range of 500–5. Colors in the induced panels indicate the amplitude of the pseudo-T statistic ($2 \leq T \leq 6$).

Most strikingly, these induced components include a sustained increase in amplitude at gamma frequencies, particularly at 3 and 6 cpd, for luminance-modulated but not isoluminant gratings. In addition, for most conditions there is a decrease in amplitude at alpha and low-beta frequencies during stimulus presentation (0 to 2.0–2.4 s) that is followed by an increase in energy at stimulus offset.

For the same virtual electrode positions, Figure 7 shows the shape and magnitude of the power spectra averaged over the 0.5–2 s time period. This time window was chosen to explore the sustained response and avoid contamination from the initial transient response. These plots again show an increase in power at gamma frequencies for all spatial frequencies of luminance-modulated, but not isoluminant, gratings. Whilst the gamma power increase associated with 0.5 cpd gratings was modest, the increases with 3 and 6 cpd gratings were larger and showed two distinct frequency peaks. The lower frequency power increase occurred with a peak at approximately 30 Hz, in the high-beta/low-gamma range, and the higher frequency power increase had a peak at approximately 50 Hz. Based on these spectra, four frequency bands were chosen for further temporal analysis. The first investigated the decrease in low-beta power (12–20 Hz), the second the high-beta/low-gamma frequency increase (25–40 Hz), the third the higher gamma frequency increase (40–60 Hz), and the fourth higher gamma frequencies at which the response was weaker (60–80 Hz).

Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of activity for these four frequency bands. At low-beta frequencies (12–20 Hz, first column), the response is characterized by an initial evoked power increase that is followed (with the exception of 6 cpd luminance-modulated gratings) by an induced decrease sustained for the stimulus presentation (2–2.4 s). After stimulus offset there is a rebound increase in low-beta power. At the high-beta/low-gamma frequency (25–40 Hz, second column), there is still some evidence of the evoked response. This is followed by a sustained power increase for 3 and 6 cpd luminance-modulated gratings that is larger for 6 cpd gratings. Similarly, at 40–60 Hz (third column), there is a sustained power increase for 3 and 6 cpd luminance-modulated gratings. For 3 cpd gratings, this increase is greater than the increase in the 25–40 Hz band and shows some adaptation over the first 500 ms. These figures demonstrate evidence of a difference in spatial frequency tuning for the beta and gamma responses. In comparison, at 60–80 Hz (fourth column) there is little evidence of a sustained increase in power but for luminance-modulated 3 and 6 cpd gratings there is a transient increase in power for approximately the first 500 ms.

In order to summarize the MEG responses for each condition, tuning curves are shown in Figures 3B–F. Figure 3B shows the magnitude of the evoked peaks. The magnitudes of the MRI responses and that of the evoked peaks were not correlated (for example, for black/yellow gratings: $r = -0.44, p > 0.05$; for red/green gratings: $r = 0.06, p > 0.05$).

The amplitudes of energy changes, averaged both over the 0.5–2 s time window and over the four frequency bands, are shown in Figures 3C–F. The absence of a reduction in 12–20 Hz power for luminance-modulated 6 cpd gratings (Figure 3C) is clearly
FIGURE 6 | Mean (n = 10) time-frequency plots showing activity at peak locations in contralateral, early visual cortex. Top panels show both evoked and induced activity whereas lower panels show only evoked activity. Colors represent energy changes from baseline. Blue/purple colors depict energy decreases and orange/yellow colors depict energy increases. Stimulus onset was at time 0 s (white arrow) and continued until 2.0–2.4 s.

illustrated. Also, at 40–60 (Figure 3E) and 60–80 Hz (Figure 3F), a slight increase in power is shown for isoluminant gratings with low spatial frequencies (0.5 and 3 cpd). At 0.5 cpd spatial frequency, this increase is comparable for isoluminant and luminance-modulated gratings.

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that the two neuroimaging techniques, MEG and BOLD-fMRI, provide complementary but not interchangeable data on brain activity. In early visual cortex, MEG revealed substantial differences in oscillatory activity in response to different stimuli types (Figures 3 and 6), whereas BOLD responses were similar for all stimuli (Figures 2 and 3). Thus, at least in human primary visual cortex, BOLD responses are independent from gamma oscillations, a finding we have previously shown with responses to varying spatial frequency (Muthukumaraswamy and Singh, 2008, 2009).

The similarity of our BOLD responses across stimuli types may have been, at least in part, a consequence of the low temporal resolution (TR = 2 s) we used. Such temporal resolutions, or lower, are common for human fMRI studies where the whole brain is scanned. However, Goense and Logothetis (2008) used much shorter repetition times (250 ms) to measure BOLD responses localized at electrode sites in monkeys, and reported more sensitivity in the correlation of the BOLD with specific frequency bands.
FIGURE 7 | Group average (n = 10) responses depicting the average power spectrum, over the 0.5–2 s time period, at virtual electrode positions in early visual cortex. Responses to isoluminant red/green gratings are shown in light gray and responses to luminance-modulated gratings are shown in dark gray. The shaded regions indicate the SEM across all participants. The amplitude spectra, plotted as percentage change from the pre-stimulus baseline, are shown for each of the stimulus spatial frequencies. Note the increases in amplitude to luminance-modulated gratings occurred with two peaks, one at approximately 30 and another at approximately 50 Hz.

FIGURE 8 | Group average (n = 10) responses depicting the temporal evolution of the cortical response at virtual electrode positions in early visual cortex. Responses to isoluminant red/green gratings are shown in light gray and responses to luminance-modulated gratings are shown in dark gray. The shaded regions indicate the SEM across all participants. The amplitude spectra, plotted as percentage change from the pre-stimulus baseline, are shown for each of the stimulus spatial frequencies and for a range of frequency bands chosen to illustrate the main effects found.

Luminance-modulated and isoluminant stimuli were chosen because they would primarily, although not exclusively, activate different visual pathways – magno- and parvo-cellular for luminance-modulated and isoluminant stimuli respectively. Strikingly, the sustained increases in gamma frequency oscillations in early visual cortex, which were prominent in response to luminance-modulated gratings, were far weaker to isoluminant gratings. This indicates that luminance contours may play a key role in the generation of gamma oscillations and is in agreement with the findings that stimulus-driven gamma response amplitude is proportional to luminance contrast (Hall et al., 2005) and that gamma responses are not elicited by chromatic gratings (Adjamian et al., 2008; but, see Sannita et al., 2009). Both stimuli types generated comparable regions of BOLD activity, consistent with several studies that have reported robust BOLD responses to color stimuli in primary visual cortex (Kleinschmidt et al., 1996; Engel et al., 1997; Mullen et al., 2010). Our results suggest that the pathway by which input has arrived in the cortex has a profound influence on the generation of gamma frequency oscillations, but not on BOLD responses.
We examined the relationships between the BOLD responses and evoked and induced MEG measures of neural activity. Our conclusion is that, despite the richness of MEG data, there was not a simple relationship between any one measure and the BOLD response. Whether changes in oscillatory activity increase, decrease, or do not effect, brain metabolism may depend on the oscillatory frequencies and the brain areas involved, and the BOLD response may reflect the combined effects of many phase- and non-phase-locked electrophysiological responses (Singh, 2012).

A previous study found a negative correlation between oscillations lower than 45 Hz and the BOLD response, and a positive correlation between higher frequency oscillations and the BOLD response (Zumer et al., 2010). Although we do not have sufficient data to explore this properly it would seem that this general observation is consistent with our main findings for the luminance-modulated gratings (see Figure 6). However, the BOLD responses were comparable with those in response to the isoluminant gratings which did not elicit pronounced oscillations. BOLD responses were obtained to each stimuli type, so BOLD is sensitive to neural changes, but as the BOLD is the result of a complex mixture of neural responses reduced to metabolic activity, it is clear from this study that the BOLD response can be insensitive to large differences in oscillatory activity.

There are many methods for analyzing MEG data, each with their own sensitivities. Here, we used two types of beamformer analysis, one designed for identifying evoked responses (SAMerf; Robinson, 2004), and one for non-phase-locked responses (SAM; Robinson and Vrba, 1999). We looked at responses at the group level as well as the individual level. The locations of the evoked peak responses for individuals were highly consistent across conditions, being in contralateral early visual cortex. Within individuals these locations were then very similar to the peak locations of the induced, non-phase-locked, responses. However, not all conditions elicited induced activations, in particular the isoluminant conditions were not effective at producing gamma or high-beta oscillations (as mentioned above). In contrast, when responses were examined at the group level, gamma oscillations were observed to isoluminant stimuli, particularly at 3 cpd. Such discordant results have been attributed to the inhomogeneous smoothness of MEG data, in that signals of high strength have narrow FWHM, and signals of lower strength have wider FWHM, i.e., more spread (Barnes et al., 2004). The consequence of this spatial inhomogeneity, combined with individual variations in brain structure, is that strong, highly spatially localized, signals within individuals may not align at the group level and so are missed or reduced; conversely, weaker, widely spread, signals are more likely to overlap across individuals and produce a group response.

Peak gamma oscillation frequencies were higher for the red/green stimuli than for the luminance-modulated gratings, as observed with the group level activations, and for each of the spatial frequencies (Figure 2). Also, the induced oscillatory responses to luminance-modulated gratings occurred with two frequency peaks, one in the high-beta/low-gamma (~30 Hz) and one in the higher gamma range (~50 Hz; see Figure 7). There have been several explanations put forward to explain what influences the frequency of gamma oscillations. One influence, directly relevant to our stimuli, is the spatial frequency of visual stimuli. In our data, the high-beta/low-gamma peak, at approximately 30 Hz, became stronger as stimulus spatial frequency increased from 3 to 6 cpd, consistent with the findings of Hadjipapas et al. (2007). There is also evidence of two peaks in a similar MEG study using black/white gratings (Figure 4; Swettenham et al., 2009). In addition to spatial frequency, other stimulus properties, such as orientation (Duncan et al., 2010), and motion (Swettenham et al., 2009), have also been shown to affect the spectral properties of the gamma response in human early visual cortex. All of our stimuli were clearly visible and so our findings do not support a previous human MEG study that claimed that low-gamma frequencies reflect conscious visual perception and higher gamma frequencies reflect spatial attention (Wyart and Tallon-Baudry, 2008). However, although Wyart and Tallon-Baudry claim their gamma sources were from occipital cortex, this was based on scalp topographies and their findings could relate to higher visual, or other neighboring, cortical areas.

Many electrophysiological studies have also aimed to understand the basis of oscillation frequency. A recent electrophysiology study on anesthetized cat found that gamma oscillation frequency in primary visual cortex was tuned for the drifting direction of a grating, with more optimal stimuli inducing higher oscillation frequencies (Feng et al., 2010). Higher gamma frequencies in response to higher luminance contrast have also recently been reported in primary visual cortex of awake macaque, an effect that could not be sufficiently attributed to attention (Ray and Maunsell, 2010). In addition, very high gamma activity, beyond that observed in this study (>80 Hz), may not be a true rhythm at all and may simply reflect neuronal firing rate (Ray and Maunsell, 2011). Using tissue from various brain areas, in vitro studies have demonstrated that the two different frequency oscillations may derive from specific cortical layers, be independent and have different pharmacological profiles (Oke et al., 2010). Unfortunately, we are not able to associate cortical layers with the magnocellular or parvocellular stimuli, as upon arrival in primary visual cortex the pathways become mixed and there are many interactions between cortical layers (Lennie et al., 1990; De Valois et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 2001, 2004; Wächter et al., 2003; Solomon and Lennie, 2005; Conway and Livingstone, 2006; Horwitz et al., 2007).

In conclusion, both MRI and MEG demonstrated responses to all the visual stimuli used here. There was general spatial agreement between the peak locations of evoked responses as measured with MEG, and the peak BOLD responses as measured with fMRI. However, the magnitude of the BOLD responses were comparable across conditions and did not reflect the substantial oscillatory differences between conditions as observed with MEG.
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